
Fresh Norwegian water
Features
The fresh nutritious Norwegian water from Fresh Water Norway comes in recyclable packaging as an 
alternative option to plastic bottles. The carton is made mostly from certified natural resources, such 
as FSC-certified wood and Bonsucro-certified sugar cane, ensuring the materials are responsibly 
managed and harvested.

• Minimizes plastic waste in our oceans
• Reduces CO2 footprint 
• Eco-friendly alternative to the conventional 

plastic water bottles
• Tapped from award-winning Norwegian lakes
• Rich on natural key nutrients and minerals
• Nutritious water to the crew
• Easily folded, flattened and recycled
• Improves storage and space on board

Climate smart
Decreases the produce and waste of plastic 
bottles

Time to be aware

aware is a co-brand of Wrist

Contact us & learn more on
aware.wrist.com

Recyclable
Materials can be recycled into paper products, 
such as tissues or secondary packaging

Renewable
The carton is made from 75% renewable natural 
resources

Fresh inside
Contains pure, nutritious water tapped from 
award-winning Norwegian lakes

Made from 75% renewable
natural resources



Responsibility 
behind the brand
With thousands of different products and solutions delivered to 
seafarers around the world, we are aware of our contribution to the 
climate footprint. That is why we have introduced a new range of 
products reducing the climate footprint. 

Our aware products do not save the seas overnight, but it is a 
responsible choice to conserve and suse the oceans while caring for 
seafarers in a future perspective – starting from now.

aware is a co-brand of Wrist

Time to be aware
We want to make it easy for you to be environmentally aware. 
With the aware product range, we provide you with responsible 
alternatives to the conventional products used in the maritime 
industry. 

Aware is your choice for:

• Eco-friendly solutions and services

• Quality products in cooperation with recognized trademarks

• A product line that meets the increasing need for reducing 
our carbon footprint and other environmental hazards in the 
maritime industry

What qualifies an aware product?
When production, distribution or usage is proven optimized, 
reducing the climate impact, we call it Climate smart. Proven 
recyclable packing or materials is labeled Recyclable, and products 
and packing that come from certified renewable resources 
are Renewable. Fresh inside is safe quality foods that are less 
processed, healthy, nutritious, or partially/fully organic.

Contact us &
learn more on
aware.wrist.com

Climate smart

Fresh inside

Recyclable

Renewable

http://aware.wrist.com

